Dating: Document
Introduction
In questioned document examinations, the age of a
document is often an important criterion to determine
the authenticity or highlight a fraud. The following
questions are therefore frequently asked to the expert:
•
•
•

Was a receipt actually produced at the mentioned
date?
Was a contract signed at the same time by the
involved stakeholders?
Was a paragraph added several years after the
establishment of a testament?

To answer these questions, it is necessary to
determine the date at which a document was written
or printed. The time frame may be a few months or
several years. As a result, many forensic scientists
have investigated the issue of dating documents.
Every book about document analysis has a chapter
or paragraph about the dating methods [1–8]. The
dating can focus on different aspects of the questioned
documents. Whereas dating through paper, toner,
or handwriting examinations is less considered in
the literature, the potential of inks has been more
particularly studied and many methods have been
proposed so far [9–35]. Several reviews have been
published on the topic over the last 30 years [36–45].
Although a number of laboratories apply ink dating
in caseworks, the method raises a large amount
of controversies and debates among the scientific
community [39, 45–62, 112].
The objective of this article is to give a comprehensive overview on the dating of questioned documents, and more particularly their ink. In the first
part, three fundamental approaches to dating are presented with examples of dating methods. This article
also introduces the problem of method validation and
interpretation of dating evidence.

Dating Principles
Three fundamental approaches can be defined and
formalized [62–64] (Figure 1). The first, often called
the static approach [41], focuses on the inherent
properties of the ink named time tags. Time tags

generally yield information on the production date of
the document’s raw constituents or their introduction
on the market. The second, addressed as the dynamic
approach [42], is based on the aging processes of
documents. The third approach aims at reconstructing
the chronology among documents or ink entries
by ordering them in a sequence. Differentiation
between “absolute” and “relative” age of documents
is usually made in the literature [15, 16, 18, 46,
50, 52]. Determining the relative age of a document
compared to others is equivalent to reconstructing
their chronology.

Time Tags
Time tags are transferred to the ink entry or document during the creation of the document and may
yield temporal information of varying precision [64].
It may be in the form of a precise transfer time [65]
or an interval within which the document was created [67]. In the questioned document field, the information is generally contextual and must be translated
in a time estimate by the expert [64].
An estimation of the age of documents can be
based on the analysis of stable compounds found in
the paper, ink, or toner that are specific to a certain period in time. Fabrication properties change
and evolve with time as a function of new industrial developments and progress. For example, ballpoint pens appeared on the market in 1944 and were
characterized by oil-based inks up to 1951, when
glycols as solvents were introduced in their ink composition [68, 69]. Fluorescent brighteners were introduced in paper composition in the 1950s [67]. Copper
phthalocyanine dyes and pigments were introduced in
1954 in blue ink for their good light stability. Gel
pens were first found in Japan in 1986 [70]. This
approach is generally called static in the literature
because the measured parameters are invariable in
time. It allows the determination of the first possible date of existence for a given composition of
ink, paper, or toner found on a questioned document.
Incoherencies and anachronisms can be highlighted,
as was the case for the paper analysis of Hitler’s
diaries [67].
The developments mentioned above are quite
important and relatively easy to measure, but they
occur quite infrequently. Most evolutions in the
composition of paper, ink, and toner are less easily
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ta : date of first introduction on the market

(a) Time tags

ta < tx, y < tb

tb : date of seizure
tc : date of analysis
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a : aging span of time
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Figure 1 Age determination of questioned documents relying on (a) information yielded by time tags, (b) aging of raw
constituents since document conception, and (c) reconstruction of the chronology of document conceptions. The date of
first introduction of the market (ta ), the date of seizure (tb ), the date or analysis (tc ), and the aging time span (a) are known
and/or yielded by the investigation. These pieces of information then help answer the question about the conception time
of the documents (tx and ty )

detected and are closely guarded industrial secrets.
To highlight the date of introduction on the market
of minor characteristics, two conditions must be
respected:
•

•

First, the determination of the composition must
be based on validated and reproducible analytical
methods (see Ink Analysis) in order to ensure
that the selected set of parameters does not alter as
a function of time (i.e., their aging is negligible).
Second, it is essential to have access to a comprehensive database [71–73] containing the selected
parameters of all inks, toners, and paper introduced on the market. Ideally, this should cover a
broad spatial and temporal range.

An alternative method is to introduce chosen
markers in the composition that point at the time of
introduction on the market. For example, the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) started

a yearly ink tagging program in collaboration with
ink manufacturers in the mid-1970s [8, 41, 75]. The
objective was to introduce a different tag each year
that was easily analyzable. This requires close collaboration with ink manufacturers and a constant monitoring of the introduced tags (which should never
repeat) and can generate a nonnegligible increase of
the ink costs. Some special papers also enclose their
date of production in the form of microimpressions
or indirectly through specific watermarks [76]. Additionally, some laser printers mark the printed pages
with latent yellow dots in the form of a code which
includes the date and hour at which the document
was printed [65, 66].

Aging
The second approach is based on measurements of
the questioned documents’ parameters that change
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as a function of time. Some older methods such as
the migration of chloride and sulfate ions from the
ink into the paper [9–12] can no longer be used,
as most inks are now free of these ions. Earlier
gallotannic inks were also acidic, and caused paper
deterioration. Moreover, they contained iron that
oxidized, provoking a change of color [1, 2, 13].
The introduction of new composition over the years
also meant changes in the aging processes and dating
methods.
Paper was studied to a lesser extent than ink [77,
78, Paper Analysis], because it starts aging directly
after manufacture (or earlier when the tree was
felled), and that can be well before the document’s
conception. Radiocarbon technique was proposed to
date recent paper (less than 50 years old) using the
strong atmospheric increase in 14 C concentration due
to the nuclear weapon tests [78].
It is generally expected that ink does not age in the
cartridge [79, 80], even though a recent study indicates that ink aging already starts at the tip of the
cartridge [80]. Once the ink is applied to paper, it
definitely starts to age: dyes fade [13, 15, 16, 19, 22,
81–86], solvents diffuse and evaporate [24–28, 35,
39, 72, 74, 75, 86–89], and resins polymerize [71, 72,
90, 91, 99]. Aging processes of ink follow complex
pathways that are considerably influenced by a number of factors other than time, inducing acceleration
or quenching of the aging. The influencing factors can
be ordered in three main classes [39, 45, 64, 84–88]:
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(i) initial composition of the ink after transfer (in the
cartridge), (ii) physical and chemical properties of
the substrate (paper porosity and coatings, etc.), and
(iii) storage conditions (temperature, light, air flux,
humidity, contaminations etc.). In practice, no information on these factors is generally available. This
is why the determination of the absolute age of an
ink entry remains truly difficult and in most cases
impossible. The more important objective is therefore the determination of a time range rather than a
precise date. The considered scale can significantly
vary depending on the measured parameters. Thus,
while solvents disappear very quickly from the ink,
degradation of dyes occurs more slowly over several
years. Measured changes are reported as a function of
time in order to establish an aging curve (Figure 2).
As fading of dyes is visible to the naked eye,
methods based on the aging approach were developed
to measure color degradation with time [34, 81, 83,
100]. Unfortunately for forensic scientists, dyes that
are unstable in the presence of light do not degrade
in the dark, or do so only very slowly [82, 84, 86].
Therefore, dating relying on dye degradation usually
is carried out only by comparing ink entries from
the same pen on the same paper and stored under
the same conditions. Unlike reported in [100], the
absence of difference in the degradation states of two
ink entries does not necessarily mean that they are
contemporaneous. In fact, the inks could also have
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Figure 2 Typical aging curve (exponential decrease of first order). An aging parameter of the ink is plotted as a function
of time (for example, in seconds, hours, days, or years) [Reproduced with permission from Polymedia Meichtry SA]
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been stored for a significantly different number of
years in the absence of light [45].
A second approach based on dye analysis focused
on the observation that, when ink dries, it becomes
harder to dissolve. This may be due to the polymerization of resins during the fastening of the ink on
paper. Resins are high-molecular-weight molecules
that are present in small quantities in the ink entries.
They are therefore very difficult to analyze [71, 72,
90, 91]. An indirect way to evaluate their hardening thus derived from the measurements of ink
extractability over time. Earlier, changes in the
extractability of ink have been investigated by measuring the dissolution rates in acids [4]. Later, the
sequential extraction of ink dyes was proposed [13,
15–22, 37, 44, 92–96] in order to eliminate the
dependence of the extracted mass (i.e., difference
in ink thickness resulting in differences in the mass
obtained). Thus, two extractions were carried out consecutively: first in a “weak” solvent, and then in a
“strong” solvent. Then the extractions were analyzed
using thin-layer chromatography (TLC) to quantify
dyes in order to calculate an extraction percentage
(P ). The extracted quantity in the “weak” solvent
(M1 ) is divided by the total amount extracted in the
two solvents (M1 + M2 ) in order to obtain the following ratio:
P (%) =

(GC/MS). Sequential extractions and artificial aging
were also proposed for further developments [16, 17].
This resulted in the development of several dating
methods that can be classified into three distinct
methodologies, all focusing mainly on the solvent
phenoxyethanol, because it is the main solvent found
in ballpoint pen ink formulation [45, 71, 72, 74, 75]:
•

•

100(M1 )
(1)
(M1 + M2 )

These methods are based on the following hypothesis:
a “weak” solvent extracts only the fraction of the ink
that is still fresh, while a “strong” solvent extracts
the totality of dyes in the ink entry. Thus, a large
P means that the ink is still fresh, while a low P
indicates an old ink.
Since then, many authors have shown that the
measurements based on dye extraction were not
reproducible [47, 48, 51–53, 58]. This is due to the
fact that the quantity of dye extracted is dependent not
only on the capacity of the solvents to extract them,
but also on their initial quantity in the ink and their
subsequent degradation. It was observed that each ink
required a different extraction solvent, and their aging
curves were significantly divergent.
Lately, the interest has shifted to the ink drying processes and solvent analysis [39]. This was
first proposed in 1985 by Stewart [24], in which a
decrease of the volatile components of ink was measured using gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

The first group of methods focuses on the diminution of volatile compounds over time [19, 24,
28, 57, 86–89, 97–99]. After a few months,
their quantity will become generally very low
as solvent evaporation happens promptly after
ink application on the paper [57, 87]. This, as
well as the limited sample availability, gave
rise to reproducibility issues that were partly
resolved by the use of a ratio between the solvent content and another stable compound in
the ink [19, 21, 26, 57, 97–99]. Recent developments proposed a solvent-to-dye ratio through
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
analysis using two detectors [99] or two analyses
using GC/MS for solvents and ultraviolet–visible
(UV–vis) spectrometry for dyes [97, 98]. These
methods have not been reported for application in
practical casework yet.
The second methodology is based on artificial
aging [16, 17] and is sometimes referred to the
solvent loss ratio method. Two ink entries are
extracted in a solvent and analyzed using GC/MS.
One specimen is analyzed directly (M) and the
other is artificially aged at 70 ° C during 2 h (MT )
before extraction. A portion of a hypothetical
aging curve is then calculated as follows [25, 35]:
R% =

•

M − MT
M

However, the reliability of artificial aging has
been questioned [45, 46, 50, 86].
The third methodology is based on sequential extraction and was first proposed by Aginsky [21]. Two extractions were carried out consecutively on the same ink specimen, first in a
“weak” solvent (M1 ), then in a “strong” solvent (M2 ) and analyzed using GC/MS. Similar to dyes, a P % ratio was then calculated
using equation (1). Bügler et al. [27] also proposed the sequential extraction of one ink sample
using thermodesorption at two temperatures (90
and 200 ° C). An alternative approach was studied
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without much success using solid phase microextraction (SPME) followed by a liquid extraction in
methanol [26]. Later, these approaches were combined to artificial or natural aging (i.e., analysis of
several samples artificially or naturally aged) [25,
35, 39, 52]. Aginsky proposed thus the calculation
of an additional ratio from equation (1):
D% = P % − PT %
Bügler et al. proposed the calculation of up to
five samples within 3 months to detect a potential
trend in the aging curve [[39] ].
While some of these methods were applied in
casework, several issues remain open and will be
discussed below in the sections “Validation” and
“Interpretation”. The minimum requirements for ink
dating analysis should be empirically reached before
application in practice [39].

Chronology
This approach aims to determine the relative age of a
document in comparison to others (i.e., to order them
in chronological sequence). Different methodologies
can be applied, such as the study of latent writings
by oblique lighting or by an electrostatic detection
apparatus (ESDA). If latent writings from a document
are found on a second document, then the latter was
physically placed under the first one during writing.
This information may be useful in sequencing the
order of writings.
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The determination of the sequence of crossing
lines has proved to be very useful in certain cases
[29–33, 45, 101–106; Intersecting Lines: Documents]. It is, however, not always easy to determine
optically which line is above the other. Therefore,
chemical [45] and spatial techniques [30–33, 101,
103, 104, 106] were developed and have proved useful in some cases.
Finally, the comparison of ink aging states may
help to reconstruct the sequence of apposition of ink
entries on documents [15, 16, 18, 46, 50, 52]. This
can only be applied for inks on the same type of
paper stored under the same conditions (i.e., diaries).
The general evolution of the aging curve must be
known (Figure 3). If a diminution is expected, it is
imperative to ensure that the aging parameters do not
increase whatever the conditions.

Validation
The analytical development of dating methods
(Table 1) requires a considerable amount of time and
resources. It is therefore important not to underestimate the task of ensuring their scientific validity
before implementing them in practice. This was confirmed by several court statements, where ink evidence was actually refused:
•
•

at least on one occasion for the time tags approach
(United States of America v. Angelo Bruno et al.
in US District Court, E.D. Pennsylavania, 1971);
at least on two occasions for sequential analysis
of ink dyes (Regina v. Michael Gurmann in

Table 1 Summary of document dating possibilities: relevant application time frame and main limitations of dating methods.
All methods must be validated before their implementation
Approach

Time variable

Time frame

1. Time tags

Fluorescent tags
Laser printer latent code

1970s – end of project
Not defined

New industrial developments
Dyes
Solvents

Precise printing date
Months
Weeks

Resins
Paper
Dyes
Solvents
Line crossings
Latent writings

Years
Years
Months
Weeks
Years
Years

2. Aging

3. Chronology

Main limitations
Limited number of inks with tags
Limited number of printer with this
function
Secret of fabrication
Unreliable
Possible only for a limited number
of inks
No data
Limited to historical document
Same ink and support (e.g., diary)
Same ink and support (e.g., diary)
Aging of the crossings
Their absence gives no information
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y1
y2
Δt

Δt

Unknown time scale

Figure 3 If the aging curve is unknown (dots), the
values obtained from two ink entries can be ordered
in chronological order at the imperative condition that
the general evolution of the curve is known (increase
or decrease). Storage conditions, paper type, and ink
composition must be the same. Measurement error must
be taken into account [Reproduced with permission from
Polymedia Meichtry SA]

•

Ontario, Canada, 1993; Learning Curve Toys,
L.P. v. Playwood Toys, Inc. 2000 U.S. Dist. Lexis
5130); and
at least on one occasion for the solvent analysis (Civil file 5810-08-07 AmironCTL Financing & Investments v. Wallach, Central District
Court, PetachTikva, Israel (Judge Esther Stemmer), 2007 – verdict given on March 05, 2012).

In the latest case, the judge stated (translation by
Prof. Joseph Almog):
Our matter belongs, apparently, to the scientific
domain and (. . .) it seems that the technique (based
on solvent analysis) does not meet all the criteria
which are essential for the acceptance of a scientific
theory. (. . .) Thus, I will only say that at this
stage and under the circumstances, I cannot say that
“Aginsky’s technique” (reported in [25, 35]) is a
reliable scientific method for ink dating.

This shows the importance of insuring the scientific validity, not only of the analytical methods but
also considering realistic ink specimen (such as may
appear in an actual casework) and applying an appropriate interpretation model in a court perspective (see
the section below).
Some important aspects of analytical reliability were enounced by Horwitz [111]: reproducibility
(between laboratories precision), repeatability (within

laboratory precision), systematic error or bias (accuracy), selectivity, and limit of reliability. The robustness of the method is also an important factor.
It is of concern that errors are very rarely mentioned in the literature and are generally not represented in the figures. It is, however, essential to make
certain that predicted differences provoked by aging
are in fact higher than the measurement errors. Further, the available ink in practical cases is generally
not sufficient to repeat analysis several times in order
to obtain a mean and a standard deviation [39, 61,
112]. Developments of dating methods are carried
out with known ink samples prepared and stored in
controlled conditions, and blind testing on realistic
samples is therefore imperative. When small quantities are analyzed, such as solvents in ink entries,
the detection and quantification limits play an important role in determining the threshold at which the
method is not applicable anymore. The most demanding aspect is interlaboratory validation. In fact, to
date, most dating methods are used only by one single
laboratory. In order to apply dating in casework, the
forensic experts should deploy their efforts most particularly in adequate validation of their method [39,
49, 51, 54, 61].

Interpretation
Interpretation of evidence, like in other forensic
fields, plays an essential role in the dating of ink and
should already be included in method developments.
In fact, the question about the age of an ink entry lies
perhaps more on the inference of sources rather than
on the technological or analytical aspects. Thus, it is
important to consider all possible sources (alternative
hypotheses) to allow for a balanced interpretation of
the evidence [39, 61].
Until now, the interpretation of ink dating results
was mainly based on threshold decision. It was
observed that ink aging curves level off after some
time (see Figure 2) and two options were thus considered:
1

2

One value is obtained from the questioned ink
(e.g., the quantity of phenoxyethanol or a calculated ratio P %) [25, 27, 35].
Several values are obtained from the aging curves
and a second ratio (e.g. R%, D% [25, 35, 110])
or a trend test was applied (e.g., Neuman test on
five to seven values [39]).
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In both cases, if the obtained value (e.g., P %, R%,
D%, or trend test value) is above a previously defined
threshold, the ink is considered fresh (e.g., less than
6 months old). However, if the value is below the
threshold, no conclusion is given.
The main limitation of the threshold approach lies
in the fact that measurement errors are not considered
in the final decision. While the thresholds are defined
on a selected population of ink in order to yield no
false positive decision (i.e., conclusion that the ink
was fresh when it was actually not), it was never
(or rarely) tested on realistic samples (for example,
on signatures instead of straight lines). One can then
expect a significant error rate in the decision-making
process. Moreover, the yielded information remains
limited to the threshold decision (e.g., the questioned
ink is less than 6 months) independently from the
casework.
A probabilistic model would actually have the
advantages of taking into account the hypotheses of
justice as well as the rate of false occurrence. It
would not be limited to a time frame (different set
of hypotheses can be tested) and may additionally
take into account influencing factors. A Bayesian
statistical framework was thus proposed to assist
in reaching an opinion regarding the date of a
document [39, 61]. In this case, when one has to look
at the probability of the evidence (E) given the ink
entry has been made at a time t1 (hypothesis of the
plaintiff) compared to the probability of this same
evidence given the ink entry has been written at a
different time t2 (hypothesis of defense). Then the
prior odds of the hypotheses of the plaintiff t1 and the
defense t2 existing before observation of the evidence
E are multiplied by a factor called the likelihood
ratio (LR) to obtain the posterior odds that account
for the new evidence E. The LR is an indication
on the strength of the evidence in supporting one of
the hypotheses in Bayesian logic [61, 107–109]. It
is defined by the probability of E given t1 is true,
divided by the probability of E given t2 is true:
P (E|t1 )
LR =
P (E|t2 )
A regression model was proposed to interpret dating
evidence [39, 108]. Accepting that the analytical
results E obtained for the questioned ink entry (e.g.,
R%, P %, or D% values) for a given time tn are
normally distributed, the LR can be calculated as

follows:
LR =
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P (E|μt1 , σt21 )
P (E|μt2 , σt22 )

where μ is the mean and σ 2 is the standard deviation
of the evidence E. The density probability for a
given value of E is generally given by the following
function [[39,108,109] ]:




1
(d − μ2 )
2

f (E μ, σ ) = √
exp −
2σ 2
2π σ 2
However, the data necessary to apply this model
is not available from the literature yet, and further
efforts should be made to allow adequate interpretation of ink dating evidence.
For example, when comparing two ink entries to
determine their relative age, one has to evaluate the
probability of obtaining the observed results, if the
entries have the same age, and the probability of
obtaining these same results, if the entries do not have
the same age.
If the dye compositions of the two ink entries
were determined and found to be nondifferentiable,
at least three explanations should be taken into
account. In fact, the analysis of two ink entries
having the same age and the same initial composition,
paper, and storage conditions would logically lead to
nondifferentiable results. However, two inks having
different ages but the same initial composition, on the
same paper and stored in the dark, would also lead to
nondifferentiable results, because dye fading occurs
very slowly in the absence of light [82, 85]. Finally,
two inks having different compositions and/or stored
in different conditions did sometimes also yield
nondifferentiable results [45]. The probability of each
of these alternative actually has to be estimated in
order to reach a correct conclusion.

Conclusion
From its beginning, the field of questioned documents
has been concerned with dating. Proposed methods
usually lean upon complex processes, and controversy among the scientific community is still high.
Every document dating method whose objective is to
be applied in forensic caseworks must fulfill validation requirements. Moreover, source inference must
also be taken into account in the interpretation of the
dating evidence. To date, most methods still fail to
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be adequately validated, and should be applied with
extreme caution. The limitations of the methods used
must be adequately disclosed and documented.
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